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Abstract
We present a preliminary extension of the fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH) al-
gorithm to the case of complex Hamiltonians as appropriate for modeling the dynamics of
photoexcited molecules in magnetic fields. We make ansa¨tze for the direction of momentum
rescaling and we account for Berry’s phase effects through “magnetic” forces as applicable
in the adiabatic limit. Because Berry’s phase is a nonlocal, topological characteristic of a
set of entangled potential energy surfaces, we find that Tully’s local FSSH algorithm can
only partially capture the correct physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH)1 has been a very powerful tool for sim-
ulating non-adiabatic dynamics over the last thirty years.2–6 The basic idea of the
FSSH algorithm is to run stochastic dynamics on electronic adiabats, with stochas-
tic switches between adiabats to account for electronic relaxation; in the spirit of
Pechukas’s force,7,8 one rescales momenta in the direction of the derivative coupling
whenever a hop between surfaces occurs. The algorithm has been shown to success-
fully capture both the short time dynamics of non-adiabatic systems9,10 as well as
(their) long time equilibrium properties.11 At the same time, the cost of FSSH is
quite modest1,12,13. Of course, Tully’s algorithm has a few well-known shortcomings:
(i) the original algorithm did not treat wave packet separation correctly, and thus did
not model decoherence;14–23 (ii) the algorithm does not treat recoherence correctly;24
(iii) the algorithm does not include any nuclear quantum effects.25,26 Of the problems
above, item (i) has been discussed extensively in the literature and can largely be
corrected; items (ii) and (iii) are largely intractable with classical, non-interacting
trajectories.27,28 Nevertheless, as a testament of the algorithm’s value, FSSH is rou-
tinely applied today to simulate non-adiabatic dynamics including photochemical
processes4,9,29, scattering12,30,31, and charge transfer in solution18,32.
Interestingly, of all of the applications listed above, there is one glaring omission.
To our knowledge, no one has yet used FSSH to study non-adiabatic dynamics for
molecular systems with spin degrees of freedom in strong magnetic fields. More
generally, to our knowledge, no one has yet extended the FSSH algorithm to treat
complex (rather than real-valued) electronic Hamiltonians. When one considers such
an extension, several obvious questions arise, including: (a) how should one incorpo-
rate geometric phases semiclassically,33–36 given that geometric phase is a nonlocal,
topological property? (b) how should one choose the direction of momentum rescal-
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ing when the derivative coupling is complex, and there is no unique real vector to
isolate? The answers are not obvious.
With this background in mind, the goal of this paper is to propose one possible
set of answers and a possible extension of FSSH to the case of complex Hamiltoni-
ans. We will find that our current implementation of FSSH behaves reasonably well,
though one clearly loses some accuracy when moving from the case of real to com-
plex Hamiltonians. In particular, because of topological phase effects, we will show
that obvious limitations arise for any algorithm (like FSSH) based on independent,
spatially local and time local trajectories. This paper is structured as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce our several ansa¨tze for the FSSH algorithm in the presence of
a complex Hamiltonian. In Sec. III, we make clear our simulation details. In Sec.
IV, we present our results. In Sec. V, we interpret our numerical results and give a
simple explanation for how geometric phase effects appear in surface hopping, and
we propose a general extension of the FSSH algorithm. Finally, in Sec. VI and Sec.
VII, we summarize the paper and present some open questions, respectively. As far
as notation is concerned, below we use bold characters (e.g. r) to denote vectors,
and we use plain characters (e.g. H) to denote either scalars or operators.
II. METHODS
A. Real Hamiltonians
Let us now briefly review the FSSH algorithm. As originally conceived, the FSSH
approach is applicable to the case of real electronic Hamiltonians. Without loss of
generality, consider a real two-by-two Hamiltonian (i.e. a Hamiltonian with two
electronic states) of the form
3
H(r) =

 V00(r) V01(r)
V10(r) V11(r)

 (1)
Here, r is a nuclear coordinate. To simulate semiclassical dynamics with quan-
tum electronic states and classical nuclei, according to FSSH, one first diagonal-
izes the electronic Hamiltonian and computes adiabatic energies E0(r), E1(r), forces
F 0(r),F 1(r), and derivative couplings d01(r). Thereafter, one runs an ensemble of
independent trajectories, initialized so as to correspond the correct Wigner distribu-
tion at time zero24,37–40. Each trajectory is evolved along a single adiabatic surface,
with equations of motion:
r˙ =
p
m
p˙ = F j
(2)
Here j is the active surface for a given trajectory. Occasionally, trajectories switch
from one surface to the other. For example, Tully proposed1 that a trajectory on
surface 0 switches to surface 1 with rate
g0→1 = max
[
0,∆t ρ˙11
ρ00
]
(3)
Here ρjk ≡ cjc
∗
k are density matrix elements, and (c0, c1) is the electronic wavefunc-
tion. Whenever a particle switches surfaces, in order to conserve energy, one rescales
the momentum in the direction of the derivative coupling, d01(r).
41 There are many
existing references in the literature where one can learn more details of the FSSH
algorithm1,18,24,42, beginning with Tully’s original paper.1
B. Complex Hamiltonians
At this point, we come to the heart of the matter. Consider a situation whereby a
particle with spin interacts with a magnetic field and there are two possible electronic
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states. Because of the magnetic field, the electronic Hamiltonian will no longer be
real-valued.43–46 Instead, the electronic Hamiltonian will be complex and therefore
violate time reversibility. In other words, in Eq. 1, V01(r) can have both real and
imaginary parts,45 and V10(r) = V
∗
01(r). For this situation, FSSH is not well defined
and two obvious problems present themselves.
1. First, note that FSSH depends critically on the existence of adiabatic states.
Now, it is well known that, in the presence of conical intersections, adia-
batic electronic states cannot be globally defined, even for real electronic
Hamiltonians.45 Nevertheless, even though FSSH does not account for geo-
metric phase, the algorithm is largely able to model dynamics through conical
intersections, as has been documented in detail previously47–50. That being
said, for the present case of a complex Hamiltonian, one must always worry:
How should one best choose the sign of the wavefunctions, when the sign has
a true complex phase and not just a plus/minus? And how should one best
incorporate Berry’s phase effects33,51 semiclassically?
2. The second obvious question is: What is the (real-valued) direction for rescaling
momentum? Obviously Re(d01) is not acceptable as this quantity depends on
the choice of phase for the adiabatic electronic states. Furthermore, for a
practical FSSH calculation, we must be able to compute this direction using
only local information at a single nuclear geometry.
With these two questions in mind, we will propose a few simple and robust extensions
of FSSH to complex Hamiltonians.
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1. “Magnetic Force” Ansatz
As far as the changing (Berry) phase of the adiabatic electronic states, it is well
known that the Berry curvature near the crossing region can be transformed into
an effective magnetic field that is applicable in the adiabatic limit.51,52 Thus, to
incorporate Berry’s phase effects into FSSH dynamics, we propose that, when a
trajectory is moving on adiabatic surface j near a crossing point, we will allow each
FSSH trajectory to feel this extra “magnetic force”:
F
mag
j = ~
p
m
×Bj (4)
Here, Bj is defined to be the Berry curvature
33,53
Bj =∇× (i 〈ψj |∇|ψj〉) = −i
∑
k 6=j
djk × dkj (5)
Substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 4, and utilizing the identity djk = −d
∗
kj, we find
F
mag
j = 2~Im
∑
k 6=j
[
djk(
p
m
· dkj)
]
(6)
In the end, for an FSSH simulation moving along adiabat j, we will assume that
the “magnetic” force Fmagj should simply be added to the total adiabatic, Born-
Oppenheimer force in Eq. 2. Note that p · Fmagj = 0, so that this extra “magnetic”
force does not break energy conservation, but rather turns the direction of momen-
tum. Note further that this “magnetic” force disappears for the case of a real-valued
Hamiltonian, where the derivative coupling djk is real. Interestingly, for a two state
problem, Eq. 6 implies that Fmag0 = −F
mag
1 .
2. Direction of Momentum Rescaling
In order to extend FSSH to the case of a complex Hamiltonian, we must find an
appropriate direction for momentum rescaling, njk, when a hop between adiabats
6
j → k occurs. To be appropriate, this direction vector must satisfy at least three
constraints: (i) njk must be real; (ii) njk should not depend on the phase of the
derivative coupling djk; (iii) njk must reduce to djk when the complex part of the
Hamiltonian is removed. Furthermore, we must be able to construct this direction
with only local information at a single nuclear geometry; we cannot assume that we
have any information about a global reaction coordinate.
With these constraints in mind, the following three ansa¨tze fornjk are possibilities:
• Method #1: “Re(d(v · d))”
Because the magnetic force is independent of phase, the following ansatz would
appear reasonable:
njk = Re
[
djk
( p
m
· dkj
)]
(7)
Note the strong connection between the magnetic force (Eq. 6) and njk here:
According to Eq. 7, the real part of
[
djk
(
p
m
· dkj
)]
would act as a direction for
momentum rescaling while the imaginary part acts as a magnetic force that
modifies motion along a given adiabat (see Eq. 6).
• Method #2: “Re(eiηd)”
Another option for the rescaling direction njk is the real part of the derivative
coupling with a robust phase factor. To this end, one can choose
njk = Re(e
iηdjk), (8)
where for every coordinate r, η is chosen so as to maximize the vector norm
||Re(eiηdjk)||
2. Note that, unlike Method #1, this ansatz for η does not depend
on any dynamical properties of a given trajectory.
• Method #3: “Average d”
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One last possibility is the averaged derivative coupling (divided by 2i)71
njk =
1
2i
(ρjkdkj + ρkjdjk) = Im(ρjkdkj) (9)
Like Method #1, this ansatz depends on the dynamics of a given trajectory.
However, whereas Method #1 makes use of the nuclear momentum, Method #3
makes use of the electronic density matrix to construct the rescaling direction.
In practice, as shown in the Appendix A, Method #3 performs very poorly,72 and so
below we will focus exclusively on Methods #1 and #2.
Throughout this paper, there is one nuance worth reporting. When running FSSH
calculations, one needs to choose appropriate phases for eigenvectors. To choose these
phases, one can use either (i) eigenvectors computed on the fly, whereby the phase of
a given set of eigenvectors are aligned with the eigenvectors at previous time step by
“parallel transport” (i.e. 〈ψi(t)|ψi(t+ dt)〉 ≈ 1); or (ii) analytical eigenvectors (see
below in Eq. 12) for which a global phase is assigned (whenever possible). In our
FSSH calculations, we find that as long as we initialize the system in a consistent
fashion, we can use either phase convention, the difference between (i) and (ii) is
negligible. For results below, all FSSH data are implemented using option (i).
III. SIMULATION DETAILS
Consider a simple 2-D system with the following general Hamiltonian:
H = A

 − cos θ(x, y) sin θeiφ(x,y)
sin θ(x, y)e−iφ(x,y) cos θ(x, y)

 (10)
For a simple model, we define the functions θ(x, y) and φ(x, y) to be:
θ ≡
pi
2
(erf(Bx) + 1)
φ ≡Wy
(11)
8
Here A, B, W are constants. In Fig. 1, we plot the diabats, adiabats and derivative
couplings. Note that the adiabats are completely flat which will make all FSSH
results easier to interpret. For this Hamiltonian, one may solve for the eigenvalues,
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
x
−0.2
−0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
diabat 0
adiabat 0
diabat 1
adiabat 1
diabat 1
adiabat 0
diabat 0
adiabat 1
Energy Surfaces
E0
E1
H00
H11
|dx01|/10
|dy01|/10
FIG. 1: Surfaces for the Hamiltonian in Eq. 10. Parameters are: A = 0.1, B = 3.0, W = 0.3. Solid lines are the
adiabatic surfaces, which are flat; dashed lines are the diabatic surfaces; dotted lines are the absolute values of the
derivative coupling along each direction.
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eigenvectors, and the derivative couplings analytically:
λ0 = −A
λ1 = A
ψ0 =

cos θ2eiφ
− sin θ
2


ψ1 =

sin θ2eiφ
cos θ
2


d01 =
∇θ
2
+ i
∇φ
2
sin θ =
(
∂xθ
2
,
i sin θ∂yφ
2
)
(12)
Note that, with the choice of adiabats in Eq. 12, d01 is composed of two components:
a real component in the direction of the crossing (∇θ) and an imaginary component
in the direction of the gradient of the phase of the diabatic coupling (∇φ). For all
dynamics reported below, we initialize Gaussian wave packets on the upper surface
Ψ0(r) = 0
Ψ1(r) = e
i
~
r·p
inite−
|r−rinit|
2
σ2
(13)
Here pinit and rinit are the initial momentum and position, respectively; σ is the
spread of the initial wave packet over real space. For exact quantum calculations,
the wave packets are propagated with the Schro¨dinger equation using the fast Fourier
transform technique54. For the surface hopping algorithm, 107 trajectories are sam-
pled from the Wigner distribution corresponding to Eq. 13. Each semiclassical
trajectory is propagated according to the (modified) FSSH algorithm with an ansatz
for the rescaling direction as described above. For a particle moving in the 2-D plane,
the magnetic forces are of the following form:
F
mag
1 = 2~Im
[
d10(
p
m
· d01)
]
=
~
2m
∂xθ∂yφ sin θ (−p
y, px)
F
mag
0 =
~
2m
∂xθ∂yφ sin θ (p
y,−px)
(14)
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For Method #1, the rescaling direction is
n01 =
(
(∂xθ)
2px, (∂yφ sin θ)
2py
)
(15)
For Method #2, we would ideally like to choose the direction∇θ, i.e. the x-direction,
which we presume is the classical reaction coordinate. Unfortunately, with an arbi-
trary phase possible when delineating eigenstates, and without the knowledge of a
global potential energy surface, isolating ∇θ is non-trivial. In the present case (for
a general d, see Appendix B), the vector norm f(η) = ||Re(eiηd01)||
2 becomes
f(η) =
1
2
||Re
(
eiη (∇θ + i∇φ sin θ)
)
||2 (16)
Maximizing the above expression using∇θ·∇φ = 0, Method #2 chooses the rescaling
direction to be:
n01 =


(1, 0) when (∂xθ)
2 > (sin θ∂yφ)
2
(0, 1) when (∂xθ)
2 < (sin θ∂yφ)
2
(17)
For most parameters below (except Fig. 7), we will usually operate in the regime
whereby (∂xθ)
2 > (sin θ∂yφ)
2, and so n01 will be in the x-direction. For our other
parameters, we choose B = 3.0, rinit = (−3, 0), σ = 1.0.
IV. RESULTS
We begin by investigating scattering processes where the average incoming mo-
mentum is along the x-direction: pinit = (p
x
init, 0). Because we initialize all dynamics
to begin in the x-direction, we can learn about Berry’s phase effects by monitoring
all dynamics in the y-direction. In Fig. 2, we plot the final population and average
momentum along the x-direction and the y-direction for each diabat as a function of
initial x momentum, pxinit. As far as electronic populations are concerned, the case
A = 0.02 would appear to be in the diabatic regime at large velocities, where a sig-
nificant percentage of trajectories stay on the initial diabat (diabat 1→ 1); the case
11
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0
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1
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Method #2 diabat 0
Method #2 diabat 1
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FIG. 2: Scattering population and momenta with W = 0.5. Left: Transmitted population distribution on the
diabatic surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, px
init
. Middle: The
x-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. Right: The y-direction momentum on the
diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. The system is initialized with p
init
= (px
init
, 0). FSSH predicts the correct
population as well as the x-direction momentum on each diabatic surface, while FSSH is only partially correct for
the y-direction momentum. The difference between two rescaling ansa¨tze is negligible here.
A = 0.1 would appear to be in the adiabatic regime, where most trajectories stay
on the initial adiabat (diabat 1 → 0). The exact quantum dynamics results give a
simple interpretation of Berry’s phase effect: motion on a given diabat (i.e. a switch
of adiabat) does not lead to a finite momentum in the y-direction. By contrast, mo-
tion on two different diabats (no switch of adiabats) does lead to a finite momentum.
All momentum changes are identical (with a value of W = 0.5), irrespective of the
values of A and pxinit.
Let us now turn to FSSH. For the population distribution and the x-direction
momentum, we find that the modified surface hopping algorithm does capture the
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correct results (for both Methods #1 and #2). However, for the y-direction momen-
tum, while the FSSH result is good for the case of small A, its error increases when
A is tuned to larger values. Again, there is no significant difference between the two
rescaling ansa¨tze.
Next, in Fig. 3, we investigate the same case but with a larger W : We set
W = 5.0 and plot the same observables as in Fig. 2. As far as the accuracy of
FSSH is concerned, our conclusions are the same as for the case of W = 0.5. Both
FSSH ansa¨tze capture the correct px and the approximately correct py. The error
increases as A increases. For this model problem, the exact momentum change in
the y-direction (for wave packets that do not switch adiabats) is again equal to W ,
only now W = 5.0.
Finally, for a meaningful comparison of the two rescaling ansa¨tze and as a means
of differentiation, we turn to an alternative set of initial momentum conditions: All
trajectories are initialized with a momentum pinit = (p
x
init,−p
x
init). As plotted in
Fig. 4, the results of two ansa¨tze become different: Method #2 almost captures the
correct momentum distribution, while Method #1 consistently underestimates px
and overestimates py on diabat 1. From this observation, we empirically infer that, if
surface hopping is applicable with complex Hamiltonians, Method #2 must be more
physically meaningful than Method #1. Evidently, the optimal rescaling direction
is Method #2, which does not depend on any dynamical information.
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FIG. 3: Same as Fig. 2, but now with W = 5.0. Left: Transmitted population distribution on the diabatic surfaces
after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, px
init
. Middle: The x-direction momentum
on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. Right: The y-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a
function of px
init
. The system is initialized with p
init
= (px
init
, 0). FSSH predicts the correct population as well as
the x-direction momentum for each diabatic surface, but FSSH is only partially correct for the y-direction
momentum. The difference between the two rescaling ansa¨tze is negligible for this case.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Understanding Berry’s Magnetic Force: The case of small or moder-
ately sized W
To incorporate Berry’s phase effects into semiclassical dynamics, we have used
the well-known magnetic force ansatz51 in Eq. 4. To better understand this force in
the context of semiclassical dynamics, note that, in Figs. 2 and 3, one finds that the
exact momentum change in the y-direction is independent of A and pxinit. In fact,
as long as W is not too large, if the system is initialized on the upper surface, one
14
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FIG. 4: Same as Fig. 2, but now with W = 5.0 and p
init
= (px
init
,−px
init
). Left: Transmitted population
distribution on the diabatic surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, px
init
.
Middle: The x-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. Right: The y-direction
momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. The system is initialized with p
init
= (px
init
,−px
init
).
While both FSSH ansa¨tze predict the correct population, the momentum results of Method #2 are clearly better
than those of Method #1.
always ends up with py1 = W and p
y
0 = 0; if the system is initialized on the lower
surface, one always ends up with py1 = 0 and p
y
0 = −W . Neither A or p
x
init has an
effect on the py results. These features are completely consistent with the fact that
Berry’s phase is a topological (rather than dynamic) effect. Nevertheless, in Figs. 2
and 3, one finds that Berry’s topological phase has clear dynamic consequences.
Within the context of semiclassical dynamics, the ansatz of an extra magnetic
force can partially handle these effects: Given the expression for Fmag1 in Eq. 14, if a
trajectory is initialized on the upper surface and propagated adiabatically, i.e. with-
out any hopping and assuming full transmission, we find that the final momentum
15
in the y-direction is:
py1 =
∫ t=∞
t=0
~
2m
∂xθ∂yφ sin θp
xdt =
~∂yφ
2
cos θ|
θ(t=∞)
θ(t=0) = ~∂yφ = ~W (18)
Similarly, if a trajectory is initialized on the lower surface and propagated without
hopping, we recover
py0 = −~W (19)
Clearly, Eqs. 18 and 19 are effectively the correct, semiclassical adiabatic limits; our
ansatz for including Berry’s forces within FSSH appears reasonable.
Let us next address the question of whether semiclassical FSSH is trustworthy in
practice in the limit of finite (or nonzero) hopping probabilities. In Fig. 2, in the case
of a small W value, we saw that FSSH almost captures the correct results but the
agreement is not perfect. As we will show now, this non-agreement can be traced back
to the very basic concept of independent FSSH trajectories with variable hopping
positions. Consider for a moment the early surface hopping proposal by Tully and
Preston55, whereby a trajectory hops between adiabats only at a crossing point in
the spirit of Laudau-Zener transition. In this case, it is quite easy to see that surface
hopping should be nearly exact. On the one hand, for a trajectory that does not
hop at the crossing point, the ending py will be exactly W given the limit of zero
hopping (see Eq. 18). On the other hand, for a trajectory that hops at exactly the
crossing point, half of the transmitted trajectory will run on one adiabat and half will
run on the other adiabat. Thus, by symmetry of the Berry’s force, i.e., the fact that
F
mag
0 = −F
mag
1 , the final p
y will be 0. Therefore, Tully-Preston surface hopping must
be accurate for incorporating geometric phase, and any deviations in the FSSH the py
results must be caused by the fact that Tully’s FSSH algorithm allows trajectories
to hop up and down, back and forth, multiple times in the coupling region; this
complicated hopping picture no longer guarantees that the y-momentum induced by
the Berry magnetic force will be accurate. In the end, the small inaccuracies in Figs.
16
2 and 3 appear inevitable if one sticks with the independent FSSH algorithm, even
in the limit of small W .
B. The Limitations of the Modified FSSH
Next, let us consider larger W values and/or non-perpendicular incoming veloc-
ities (so that Fmag1 is negative in the x-direction), where another feature can also
appear: Reflection. Even though the adiabats are entirely flat, it is possible to ob-
serve reflection! In Figs. 5 and 6, we let pyinit = p
x
init and we investigate both the
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FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 2, but now with W = 5.0 and p
init
= (px
init
, px
init
). Left: Transmitted population
distribution on the diabatic surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, px
init
.
Middle: The x-direction momentum for transmission part on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. Right:
The y-direction momentum for the wave packets transmitted on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. The
system is initialized with p
init
= (px
init
, px
init
). In this case, FSSH with Method #2 is still better than Method #1.
When pinitx is small, no FSSH results are accurate.
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FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 5, but now the reflected components are plotted. Left: Reflected population distribution on
the diabatic surfaces after scattering as a function of the initial momentum along the x-direction, px
init
. Middle:
The x-direction momentum for the reflected component on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. Right: The
y-direction momentum for the reflected component on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. The system is
initialized with p
init
= (px
init
, px
init
). Both exact dynamics and FSSH predict reflection when px
init
is small.
transmitted and reflected particles, respectively. We find that both the exact quan-
tum solution and the modified FSSH algorithms predict some amount of reflection
provided that we apply the correct magnetic force in our FSSH algorithm. That
being said, although Method #2 is still better than Method #1, neither method can
fully capture the correct population and momentum quantitatively even when A is
small.
Finally, let us address the case of very large W . In Fig. 7, we plot simulation
results forW = 15. For this case, an important nuance arises regarding to our FSSH
algorithm. Unlike the case of small or medium W , where Method #2 is equivalent to
rescaling in the x-direction, for the case of large W , Method #2 can actually rescale
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FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 2, but now with W = 15.0. Left: Transmitted population distribution on the diabatic
surfaces after scattering as a function of initial momentum along the x-direction, px
init
. Middle: The x-direction
momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of px
init
. Right: The y-direction momentum on the diabatic
surfaces as a function of px
init
. The system is initialized with p
init
= (px
init
, 0). For the large value of W studied
here, neither rescaling in the x-direction nor Method #2 is quantitatively accurate.
momenta along the x-direction for some coordinates but along the y-direction for
others (see Eq. 17). As a means of assessing this unusual ansatz, we will introduce
yet another rescaling scheme: Simple rescaling along the x-direction after a surface
hop.
From the results in Fig. 7, we find that, when W is large, no modified FSSH
algorithm works well.73 One is not even able to capture the electronic state popula-
tions as a function of pxinit. One can conceive of two possible explanations for this
dramatic failure: (i) When W is large, the complex Hamiltonian matrix oscillates
rapidly with frequency W as a function of the coordinate y, and so the dynamics
may be outside the classical region, and quantum effects may be essential, as in the
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case of a time-dependent Hamiltonian with large frequency ω. (ii) It is also possi-
ble that we have not yet found the optimal approach for velocity rescaling after a
hop. Understanding how and why FSSH fails in the case of large W deserves further
investigation.
C. Time Dynamics
Before concluding, let us turn to time dynamics rather than scattering probabil-
ities. So far in this manuscript, we have focused on the asymptotic states after a
scattering event – rather than the time dynamics of the underlying wave function
during the scattering event. To better understand the dynamics, in Fig. 8 we plot the
time evolution for the populations and momenta on the diabats. The initial momen-
tum pinit is set to be (20, 0). To obtain FSSH statistics on the diabatic surfaces, we
use method 3 from Ref. 38. This conversion method leads to intense oscillations if the
wavefunction is initialized entirely on the upper diabatic surface, and to avoid such
a numerical issue, we initialize the wavefunction with a slight superposition state:
99.5% of the population is initialized on the upper diabatic surface, while 0.5% are
initialized on the lower one. From the data in Fig. 8, we find that, despite the fact
that the scattering process is dynamically complicated, FSSH dynamics are not ac-
tually that bad (just as for real Hamiltonians): The population dynamics predicted
by FSSH are reasonably accurate, and the overall trend of momentum dynamics are
basically in agreement with the exact dynamics.
Lastly, let us turn to the adiabatic representation. To generate exact adiabatic
momenta, we rotate the electronic wavefunctions from the diabatic representation to
the adiabatic representation, using the analytical eigenvectors in Eq. 12. Note that
the quantities 〈ψ0|∇|ψ0〉 and 〈ψ1|∇|ψ1〉 are usually non-zero (and of course purely
imaginary). The contribution of these terms must be included when evaluating the
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FIG. 8: Time evolution of population and momenta with W = 5.0. Left: Electronic population on the diabatic
surfaces as a function of time t. Middle: The x-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of time.
Right: The y-direction momentum on the diabatic surfaces as a function of time. The system is initialized with
p
init
= (20, 0). The initial electronic population is chosen to be n0 = 0.005 and n1 = 0.995 (rather than n1 = 1) in
order to avoid intense oscillations when converting from the adiabatic to the diabatic representation. For the
population dynamics, FSSH results are quite accurate. With regards to momentum, FSSH is reasonably accurate.
momentum on the adiabatic surfaces. Thus, if the exact wavefunction is |Ψ〉 =
C0 |ψ0〉 + C1 |ψ1〉, we estimate the exact momentum on the upper adiabatic surface
to be
p1 =
〈C1ψ1|−i~∇|C1ψ1〉
〈C1ψ1|C1ψ1〉
= −i~(
C∗1∇C1
C∗1C1
+ 〈ψ1|∇|ψ1〉)
(20)
Next, let us consider FSSH. Normally, because FSSH is defined in the adiabatic
basis, one would expect FSSH to be most accurate in this representation. For FSSH,
the adiabatic momenta are computed simply by averaging the momentum of all
trajectories on a given adiabatic surface.
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FIG. 9: W = 5.0. Left: Electronic population on the adiabatic surfaces as a function of time t. Middle: The
x-direction momentum on the adiabatic surfaces as a function of time. Right: The y-direction momentum on the
adiabatic surfaces as a function of time. The system is initialized with p
init
= (20, 0). Some early FSSH
momentum for the lower adiabatic surface is missing because no trajectory is on that surface. Although FSSH
captures the correct time evolution of population as well as approximately correct ending momentum, it fails to
predict the correct momentum as a function of time.
The dynamics on the adiabatic surfaces are plotted in Fig. 9. For the adiabatic
populations, FSSH again captures accurate dynamics. For the momentum, however,
the FSSH result on adiabat 0 is extremely inaccurate for early times. In theory, this
error could arise because, at early times, the details of one wave packet spreading
from one adiabat to another must reflect the quantum nature of matter waves. A
simpler and more likely explanation, however, is that FSSH fails here simply because
semiclassical dynamics treat p classically whereas exact quantum dynamics interprets
momentum as a phase change (that can more naturally account for the presence of
geometric phase). Either way, it is quite surprising that, physical observables (as
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calculated by FSSH) in a diabatic basis appear more accurate than those in an
adiabatic basis.
VI. SUMMARY
To summarize, we have proposed a modified version of FSSH to incorporate
non-adiabatic semiclassical systems with complex Hamiltonians. For a chemistry
audience accustomed to non-adiabatic transitions, we have shown how to include
complex Hamiltonians and Berry’s forces; for a physics audience accustomed to adi-
abatic dynamics with complex Hamiltonians, we have shown one means to take the
non-adiabatic limit and including hopping. For motion along adiabatic surfaces, we
invoke the usual concept of adiabatic “magnetic forces” to account for Berry’s phase
(Eq. 6), and some evidence has been provided that this approach is compatible with
standard FSSH.74,56,57 For the momentum rescaling scheme, we compare three po-
tential ansa¨tze and show that Method #2 is the best rescaling scheme: after a hop
j → k, the momentum should be adjusted in the direction Re(eiηdjk) where η is
chosen to maximize ||Re(eiηdjk)||
2, which is the same direction as∇θ for a two-state
model.75 Evidently, choosing a dynamical rescaling direction is not appropriate.
With these adjustments, our overall conclusion is that, a modified FSSH algorithm
can capture many important non-adiabatic dynamical features (e.g. the scattering
probabilities and the approximate scattering momenta), but FSSH cannot capture a
few features (e.g. the detailed early time dynamics of momentum transfer).
VII. OPEN QUESTIONS
With the above summary in mind, several questions now present themselves.
On the practical side, the first methodological question one must pose is: Have we
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constructed the optimal FSSH algorithm or is there another, better option available
for the case of a complex electronic Hamiltonian? Considering the errors in the y-
momentum in Figs. 2 and 3 and the discussion of independent trajectories in Sec.
VA, we note that Truhlar et al have constructed an FSSH algorithm with time
uncertainty58 which was designed to introduce a small amount of time non-locality.
Would a similar approach help improve FSSH in this case and reduce the number of
hops in the coupling region? Or is it simply impossible to model Berry’s phase well
with independent trajectories, given that Berry’s phase is geometric and topological
(and therefore intrinsically non-local)?
Second, again on the practical side, a modern FSSH implementation can avoid
calculating derivative couplings unless a hop is required;12 as far as propagating time
dependent Scho¨dinger equation, d · p/m is enough. Unfortunately, in the case of a
complex Hamiltonian with Berry’s forces, apparently one must calculate d at every
time step in order to evaluate Fmagj . One must wonder: Is there a practical and
efficient approach to construct such a Berry force easily, ideally a scheme that will
be stable with a large number of electronic states and will avoid the trivial crossing
problem?12,59–63
Third, on the theory side, one must also wonder: Can any of our proposed exten-
sions of FSSH be tied back to a more rigorous theory of quantum mechanics? For
the case of a real electronic Hamiltonian, our research group and the Kapral research
group have successfully tied FSSH back to the QCLE39,40. However, the QCLE is a
first order expansion that cuts off at zeroth order in ~, whereas Berry’s phase requires
a second-order expansion: Note that the magnetic force in Eq. 6 is first order in ~.
Can we relate an extended version of FSSH to an extended version of the QCLE for
the case of complex Hamiltonians?
Fourth, according to Figs. 5 and 6, the magnetic force in Eq. 6 can lead to wave
packet separating as trajectories on different adiabatic surfaces are turned in differ-
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ent directions, some transmitted and some reflected. Thus, the sharp reader will
no doubt isolate yet another question. Recall that, when deriving FSSH from the
QCLE, the question of decoherence and wave packet separation arises naturally.40
After all, wave packets on different adiabatic surfaces feel different static, adiabatic
forces that lead to separation eventually; and for years, many researchers have con-
structed practical solutions for incorporating decoherence into FSSH to account for
such effects.14,19–23,64–66 For the present paper, however, we now see a new phe-
nomenon: With Berry’s forces, wave packet separation is caused by wave packets
on different surfaces feeling different magnetic forces that depend on velocity. Fur-
thermore, these “magnetic” forces appear only in the strong coupling region, which
negates our usual understanding of decoherence being a phenomenon that emerges
after wave packets pass through coupling region and only thereafter move apart in
different directions.67 Thus, another immediate question is how should we appropri-
ately model such magnetically induced decoherence within FSSH so as to recover the
correct dynamics.
Given the inherent difficulties of including decoherence within FSSH, the questions
above lead to a fifth question: Is it possible that a different mixed quantum classical
scheme might strongly outperform FSSH for the case of complex Hamiltonians? In
particular, for problems of decoherence, ab initiomultiple spawning (AIMS) is a more
natural ansatz.68,69 And yet, AIMS is most efficient in an adiabatic basis, where single
valued wave functions can be difficult to find. Interestingly, there has been a great
deal of work investigating conical intersection’s geometric phase and choice of basis
within AIMS for real Hamiltonians, and the overall conclusion appear to be that
we should run dynamics with electronic wavefunctions chosen at a single location.70
Thus, one can ask, can the results in Ref. 70 for adiabatic AIMS be easily extended
to work with complex Hamiltonians?
The final, sixth question is perhaps most exciting of all. On the experimental
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front, one must wonder: Can any of the dynamics predicted in Sec. IV above be
detected experimentally? For instance, the numerical model above suggests that,
whenever an electronic transition (in the x-direction) occurs between two electronic
states with spin, one ought to find a signature of nuclear or vibrational motion (in the
y-direction) as arising from Berry’s phase for the case of a molecule in a magnetic field
– provided that the transition occurs in the normal regime where an electron changes
character along a single adiabat. Vice versa, no such signature should be observable
for a transition in the inverted regime where an electron changes character but the
adiabat also changes. Can this dichotomy be seen experimentally? Can we find
realistic molecular systems with large enough susceptibilities such that, in very large
magnetic fields, we will observe dynamical Berry phase effects? Or, if we recall that
Marcus theory assumes a threshold amount of nuclear friction, a pessimist must ask:
Will the inevitable presence of some nuclear friction eliminate all such effects? And
lastly, how will these features behave when the complex phase is more complicated,
so that ∂yφ is not a constant (as assumed above)? These fascinating experimental
and theoretical questions will hopefully be answered in the near future.
Appendix A: Method #3 Results
Here we briefly present scattering results for Method #3 in IIB 2. In Fig. 10,
we report results for the case W = 0.5 with Methods #3 and #2. Clearly, the
results indicate that neither the correct population nor the correct momentum can
be captured by Method #3. Now, at first glance, it might seem that the y-momentum
on diabat 0 is correctly captured. This instinct is merely an illusion, however, as
this “accurate” results is caused only surreptitiously from the fact that, at the end
of the simulation, the particles remaining on the upper adiabatic surface (i.e. diabat
0) are mostly those trajectories that never hop, and so the average y-momentum will
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FIG. 10: Same as Fig. 2, but now we compare Methods #2 and #3. Note that Method #3 results are far worse
than results using Method #2.
always go to the correct answer (as induced by the magnetic force). This correct
answer is the zero hopping limit (or adiabatic limit) as discussed in Sec. VA that
arises from simple classical mechanics (and ignoring all surface hops).
Overall, even though it might appear natural, Method #3 does not coincide with
the correct physical picture.
Appendix B: Method #2 with a General Derivative Coupling
Here, we analyze Method #2 for a general, two-state diabatic problem. We denote
a general (complex) derivative coupling vector as d ≡ dR+ idI . When using Method
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#2, we maximize the following within the interval η ∈ [0, pi):
f(η) = ||Re(eiηd)||2 = || cos ηdR − sin ηdI ||
2
=
1
2
(
||dR||
2 + ||dI ||
2
)
+
cos 2η
2
(
||dR||
2 − ||dI ||
2
)
− sin 2ηdR · dI
(B1)
Setting f ′(η) = 0 tells us η should satisfy
tan 2η =
−2dR · dI
||dR||2 − ||dI ||2
(B2)
Within the [0, pi) interval, there exist two solutions: η0 and η1 = η0 + pi/2, with
η0 ∈ [0, pi/2). Using the second derivative f
′′(η) < 0, we find that maximizing f(η)
requires that η must satisfy
cos 2η
(
||dR||
2 − ||dI ||
2
)
> 0 (B3)
Thus, for a general d, the solution for η should satisfy both Eq. B2 and Eq. B3.
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